November 2, 2018

To the Council of Bishops,
Love Prevails formally requests that the Council of Bishops write a pastoral letter to lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender and queer members of the United Methodist Church in the United States and
around the world. As the special General Conference approaches, our lives and worth come under
ever more vicious and sustained scrutiny. No matter which plan is passed or if no plan is passed in
February 2019, the lives and the loves of queer people will be fought over without us having much
voice or vote in that process.
Even if the One Church Plan is passed, we fear for the lives of queer people who must endure the
pain of witnessing our church fight over our belovedness and belonging. As a majority of you
supports this plan, it is necessary for you to both recognize and publicly state that in the option
you have selected as the best way forward for the church, LGBTQ+ lives will continue to be
actively debated, damaged, and harmed.
For our spiritual, emotional, and physical safety, we request that you speak publicly with care and
attention to the wounds of our people. We are not asking you to speak of “respecting both sides,”
or of “everyone hurting,” or of “having a right to differing opinions.” We beseech you to speak
directly to queer people whose spiritual and physical lives are in danger as we live in the crosshairs
of church-sanctioned discrimination and violence.
This request is difficult for us to make because we have experienced your lack of compassion for
the hearts and souls of LGBTQ+ people. In the past, when speaking about “human sexuality,” your
theological abstraction and emotional detachment has caused more injury than healing.
Given the harm that you, the Council of Bishops, continues to perpetrate against queer people in
the name of institutional unity, a pastoral letter directly to LGBTQ+ persons and our families is
the very smallest act of care you could offer. As you craft this letter, we ask you to be mindful of
the lived experience of queer people in the United Methodist Church.
They have treated the wound of my people carelessly, saying, “Peace, peace,” when there is no peace.
Jeremiah 6:14
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